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Ducati is the gold standard of motorcycles, and fans of the brand will enjoy this full-throttle tour of the company's most elite
models. Known for its high price points and even higher standards of refinement and quality, Ducati stands for prestige and class.
From the high-tech Hypermotard to the hyper-horsepower Streetfighter, readers get a virtual ride on some of the coolest bikes
ever built while learning about their torque, transmission type, turning radius, and other specs, details only a true gearhead could
love.
Chinese edition of The Tiger in the Well (Sally Lockhart Quartet III). It is the third of the four books in the Sally Lockhart series. This series by
Phillip Pullman is set at the end of the 19th century England. In Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
From the single-cylinder bikes of the 1950s to the high-performance sportbikes of today, The Complete Book of Ducati Motorcycles
showcases the entire spectrum of Ducati. Legendary Ducati motorcycles have something of a rags-to-riches story. This Italian motorcycle
manufacturer began by selling motorized bicycles to impoverished residents of post-World War II Italy. Today, Ducati is the world's premier
manufacturer of street motorcycles whose sales continue to rise year after year. Its svelte, hyper-accelerating motorcycles are two-wheeled
wonders that are fluent in the language of speed. The Complete Book of Ducati Motorcycles traces the stunning chronology of the
motorcycles dreamed up by Ducati, from the 1950s to present day. Laid out for the first time in encyclopedia form with gorgeous photography
and insights from Ducati expert Ian Falloon, this book offers motorcycle enthusiasts a closer look at the craftsmanship, power, and beauty of
these extraordinary motorcycles. The book features all of the motorcycles from Ducati's storied history, including the groundbreaking
Desmodromic 750 Super Sport, the Mike Hailwood Replica, the Superbike-dominating 916, and the epic Panigale. From the street bikes that
gave birth to the very notion of the modern superbike to the racing motorcycles that dominated tracks in Great Britain, Europe, and North
America since the latter part of the twentieth century, The Complete Book of Ducati Motorcycles runs the full gamut of sportbikes. It's a
collection that demands shelf space in the library of any true motorcycle collector or fan.
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Wist je dat zandbijen experts zijn in graven? En koekoeksbijen hun eitje in het nest van een andere bij leggen? Lees van alles
over soorten bijen, hoe ze leven en hun rol bij de bestuiving. En wat je zelf kunt doen! Met doetips en grote kleurrijke illustraties
van 40 tekenaars. Vanaf ca. 9 t/m 12 jaar.
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